abused Deaf women’s advocacy services

2009 Annual Report
During 2009, ADWAS made efforts to reinforce the services ADWAS provides to children. Much focus is placed on the adult victims we serve. Those services remain and we chose this year to feature the Children’s Programs. Within this annual report, you will read about specific details of our Children’s Programming here at ADWAS. It is a relatively small portion of our work in comparison to the other services ADWAS offers and yet, it is clear the impact services can have on a child’s well being. We recognize that this is how we stop the cycle of violence.

One weekend a group of 8 women, led by Tracy Wade, appeared with paint brushes, stencils, illustration books, energy, imagination and incredible talent. This group of artists came to ADWAS with intentions of brightening the Children’s Room! A room which used to feel clinical and sterile now has been brought to life by a vibrant, engaging mural. It’s also a point of pride on a tour of our building.

Not only has it brightened the space but the children engage with the mural by identifying the animals, acting out stories using the animals as characters (thanks to the addition of even more small creatures during 2010).

The most noticeable impact on children and families has been that use of the room has increased, and people appear comfortable using the room for events and meetings – it feels good to be in the space!

Thank you to the Emerald City Artisans for your time and your creativity. A special thanks to Patty Carson for being part of and introducing us to this very special group of women.
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2009 ADWAS children's room mural designed and painted by Emerald City Artisans.
Dear Friends:

Each year continues to bring exciting opportunities and challenges to ADWAS. 2009 was no exception!

Work began on our two-year National Replication Training Project. Deaf women from 24 cities came to ADWAS for a full week of training. After that, site visits began with Marilyn traveling to each participating city to provide hands-on training. This work was made possible by the Office of Violence Against Women, U.S. Department of Justice and particularly by Amy Loder who made sure that Deaf women have equal access to funding and training opportunities.

In October 2009, ADWAS hosted a successful lunch fundraiser with a roster of dynamic speakers. Nan Stoops, the Executive Director of WSCADV, and Erin Esposito, a Deaf survivor, gave very compelling speeches about their experiences. ADWAS will continue to have an annual lunch fundraising event in the spring. More good news: the fall auction event is being brought back! Due to popular demand, “An Evening of Hope and Justice,” will take place Oct 15, 2010.

Other community events throughout the year included the highly entertaining “The Rosa Lee Show” by Rosa Lee, a Deaf performing artist; and a powerful play called “Funny None: The Truth About Sexual Assault” put on by volunteers during Sexual Assault Awareness Month (May 2009).

ADWAS has received several recognitions in 2009, the most notable including the Women’s eNews selecting Marilyn as one of the 2009 “21 Leaders for the 21st Century,” and Intiman Theatre’s King County Heroes Award 2009.

In December, Marilyn announced her plans to retire from ADWAS in spring 2011. Work is currently underway to search for a new Executive Director and plan for a strong and smooth transition.

While the country still works through serious economic challenges, ADWAS has been well supported to maintain (and even increase) client services with stable and adequately staffed programs. General administration and operating expenses continue to challenge our budget in light of increasing regulatory requirements such as a large federal audit. Our generous donors and community provide much needed support and for that we are especially thankful.

Sincerely,

Elise K. Holliday
Chair, Board of Directors

Marilyn J. Smith
Founder and Executive Director
Children’s Therapy

Children living in homes with domestic violence suffer trauma from being the secondary (sometimes primary) victims in the home. Every member of a family is affected by the fear and intimidation they experience from the abuser. Suffering can take the form of physical, spiritual, developmental, and/or emotional harm for children who experience violence in their home. Domestic violence disrupts the essential task of developing secure attachments in early childhood.

It has now been a year and a half since the inception of the Children’s Therapy Program at ADWAS. In that brief period, we have been the observers of notable change in the children we serve. In order to demonstrate the power of their growth, we’ve identified some of the effects of domestic violence and have outlined some of them here.

The story below demonstrates the growth process of many of our children by using a composite of a family that consists of Sarah, age 3; Grant, age 7; and Melissa, age 15; whose mother fled a domestic violence relationship and sought refuge in “A Place of Our Own” (ADWAS’ Transitional Housing Program).
Shortly after moving in, it was discovered that Grant was not eating his lunches at school. Refusing to eat was one area of his life in which he could assert control. Sarah and Grant's lives were disrupted in other ways. Neither of them could leave the sight of their mom or each other without breaking into tears and experiencing panic attacks. The children complained of frequent stomachaches and headaches. Neither of them could sleep in a bed separate from their mom. Melissa was showing definite signs of depression and had begun skipping school with peers.

At ADWAS, we reassure children that what they have observed is not their fault, while giving them tools to feel empowered. Art, empathic listening, psycho-education, and trauma-focused therapeutic techniques are utilized in the ADWAS Children's Therapy Program to promote healing and growth in the children. In particular, the primary therapeutic task with Sarah, Grant, and Melissa, was developing a therapeutic rapport, in which they could learn how to live without the fear and intimidation they were exposed to on a daily basis. Grant was quick to attach with the therapist and began telling her about his relationship with his father. He learned how to “be a kid,” i.e. go to the park with his friends, follow mom’s rules, and find solutions to problems instead of resorting to tantrums and outbursts of anger. Sarah is slowly coming out of her shell and learning to emote in the safety of the therapist’s office. The eldest, Melissa, has returned to school on a regular basis and has consented to allow the therapist to be involved in her academic process by attending meetings with teachers, herself, and her mother. She now has a goal of graduating high school and going on to a trade school. These children have grown by leaps and bounds and still they have a long way to go. Weekly meetings with the therapists and parenting classes have provided critical skills for growth and healing.

Pictured:
Don Wills, Children's Therapist, supports two children during a play therapy session.
Children’s Activities

The ADWAS Vision statement includes a commitment to “changing attitudes which foster and perpetuate violence.” The root of this change happens with youth. We provide programming in our Transitional Housing Program which supports children and families in recovering from the violence and trauma they have witnessed, and in regaining the family as a valued, engaged, and respectful unit. This work helps young folks learn a new way to live and be free of violence.

In 2009, ADWAS served over 50 youth and 25 families in the Children’s Program, Positive Parenting Program, and through the Children’s Therapy Program. In addition to one-on-one and individual family support, below are descriptions of some of the groups ADWAS hosted in 2009 to support healing and resilience in youth and families.

Superkids
Superkids is a group run at ADWAS for youth to explore the effects of domestic violence in their lives. The curriculum has been adapted from several curricula on kids and domestic violence. In 8-10 weeks, we discuss feelings and fear, family relationships, boundaries, safety planning, and conflict resolution.

Boys Club/Meeting of Great Minds
To support the specific needs of the boys living at ADWAS, the Children’s Therapist and Children’s Advocate ran two groups in 2009 targeting identity development in pre-teen boys, focusing largely on masculinity and on being a Child Of Deaf Adults (CODA). These groups provided the youth an opportunity to talk about issues relevant to their lives, including drugs and alcohol, bullying, “being a man,” and having Deaf families.

Social Skills Group
In 2009, several ADWAS programs collaborated to develop a new curriculum for moms and their children to learn and develop skills together. A women’s advocate, children’s advocate, children’s therapist and parenting educator collaborated to teach a 12-week class to families. The mothers and children worked separately in developmentally appropriate sessions on skills related to anger management, boundary setting, values, emotion coaching, and communication. The two groups then came together at the end of each group to share what they learned and discuss ways to bring the skills into their own homes.

Homework Club
When youth are uprooted from their homes due to violence, their academic achievement may suffer. Each week ADWAS is host to a number of dedicated tutors who volunteer their time to support our school-age youth in completing homework tasks and developing educational skills to support their academic development.
**CHILL OUT/PRESCHOOL PARTY**

When youth grow up witnessing violence in the home, they often grow up faster than other kids by taking on more responsibility for their families’ care. In 2009, ADWAS offered weekly playgroups for ages birth through 4, and 5 and older, to provide an opportunity for youth to play, develop new social skills, and regain some of the skills associated with childhood they may have skipped on their way to caring for family and survival.

**FAMILY FUN NIGHTS**

During the summer, ADWAS hosts weekly Family Fun Nights, an opportunity for families to come together over dinner and an activity and spend some quality time together having fun!

**FIELD TRIPS**

Also during the summer, several field trips provide families an opportunity to create new memories to reinforce the relationships they are rebuilding daily while in Transitional Housing. In 2009, we took field trips: rock climbing, to the zoo, swimming, and to the Strawberry Festival on Vashon Island.

**WINDOWS**

Youth in Transitional Housing are invited to weekly therapeutic art groups looking to make sense of and to heal from the violence they’ve witnessed and experienced. (See additional article about the Windows program on page 6.)

**LET’S GET REAL**

During the fall of 2009, ADWAS offered an anti-bullying class using the Let’s Get Real curriculum from the Respect for All Project. The class was offered to pre-teen and early-teen youth to address some of the experiences they were having at home and at school.

**PARENTING CLASSES**

In support of strengthening family bonds, ADWAS’ Positive Parenting Program run by Linda Goldman runs parenting classes several times throughout the year. The parenting classes are specifically targeted to the challenges faced by Deaf and Deaf-Blind parents who have lived with violence in their homes. Parenting classes cover topics including child development, discipline, limit setting, and relationship building within families.
Hopeless is not a word people like to associate with youth. It's devastating. But as children witness violence in their homes, "hopeless" is often exactly the place they go. Out of fear, language barriers, development levels, or for another reason, youth may be unable to use words to share their stories. Through the program A Window Between Worlds, we at ADWAS bring weekly art workshops to the children living in Transitional Housing as an effective tool to assist in healing. The Windows program helps our Children's Program participants in finding a sense of power, safety and hope through the creative arts. In 2009, we provided 56 workshops.

Mission: A Window Between Worlds is a non-profit organization dedicated to using art to help end domestic violence. Through creative expression, battered women and children recover a sense of renewal and power. Their images of hope, survival and strength educate the public and become "a window between worlds" for survivors taking steps to change their lives.

Above: SH is proud to show off her latest creation.
Above: Concentration is high during workshop time.
Pictured center right: Sadie Pile, Children’s Advocate, leading a Windows session.
*Close your eyes. See yourself in a beautiful park. All around you, you see beautiful butterflies flying in the breeze. See their colors: blues, yellows, purples... Let yourself sway gently in the breeze with the butterflies.*

Many pairs of feet run across the room to two child-sized round tables and begin to eye the materials laid out in front of them. Each table is covered in colorful plastic, and plays host to markers, pastels, glue, glitter, paint, fuzz-balls, googlie-eyes, and foam-letters. The young folks sit down, remembering what they’ve thought of in their minds during our visualization.

*Now you see a special butterfly that is bigger than the others, big enough for you to hop on. The butterfly spreads its large, beautiful wings and takes you on a ride up to the clear blue sky. From there, you can see the world down below. Breathe in the fresh air.*

Colors, designs, creativity, ideas. The papers begin to take light. Some with meticulous focus, others with energetic splatters of design. Each young person is putting to paper something unique. One youth who had a hard day at school begins to lay out many colorful fuzz-balls, grouped together and smothered in glue. Another who is new to the program makes a piece boasting trees and water made from paint and pastels. A few questions pop up, and it’s the youth themselves who know the answers: “All our artwork is good. There is no wrong way to make art;” “You can use any of the materials, as long as you treat them with respect;” “20 minutes left.” Then a 4-year old, focused on her work, looks up and reminds us, “Creation time is quiet time.” As we glance at her page, exploded in color, we all get back to work.

*Now see the butterfly slowly bringing you back to the park. Open your eyes. Take a couple of deep breaths. Remember that in the world of your imagination, everything is possible.*

With the 5-minute warning we all wrap up our art. A few finish early and pass the time coloring in a Spiderman book. Others work on finishing touches, gluing the last jewel or googlie-eye, filling in the last color of the rainbow. We make a big circle and each take turns placing our individual worlds onto one big map together. Then we go traveling - we stop by each world to visit and our host gives us a tour. One explains that the world he saw was full of stars and hearts because everyone felt special and people hugged each other a lot. Another is a two-colored flat picture, and we learn that sometimes things are "happy and smart" and other times "mad and sad." A third tells us his world is filled with police officers to "fight the mean guys and bad guys." Yet another is full of googley-eyes and pastel scribbles. It comes with little explanation, but lots of pride. As we tour the worlds, we release a little of what we've been holding onto. Whether we're 4 or 42, we share...our own thoughts, struggles, and triumphs. Regardless if it's our first workshop or with two years of experience, we are learning to be honest, gentle, and compassionate with ourselves and our peers.

*Implies a guided visualization.
## ADWAS Statement of Financial Position
December 31, 2009

### Assets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current Assets</td>
<td>$346,085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-current Assets</td>
<td>866,721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property &amp; Equipment</td>
<td>2,471,508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Assets</strong></td>
<td>$3,684,314</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Liabilities & Net Assets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current Liabilities</td>
<td>$219,204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term Liabilities</td>
<td>702,358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Liabilities</strong></td>
<td>$921,562</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Net Assets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unrestricted Net Assets</td>
<td>$2,444,886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporarily Restricted</td>
<td>317,866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Net Assets</strong></td>
<td>2,762,752</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total Liabilities & Net Assets        | $3,684,314|

Audited by Watson & McDonell, PLLC
2009 Revenue $1,420,712

- Programs: Government 65%
- Programs: Grants & Contributions 28%
- Fund-Raising Events 4%
- Other 2%

2009 Expenses $1,438,358

- Programs: Domestic Violence 46%
- Programs: Training 18%
- Programs: Sexual Assault 15%
- Programs: Community Building 0%
- Depreciation 6%
- Management 2%
ADWAS Donors

INTEGRITY
$25,000 AND ABOVE
Lynn and Howard Behar
Richard Ladner and Ann Sauer*

HEALING
$10,000 TO $24,999
No individual donors at this level

VISION
$2,500 TO $9,999
Anonymous
ASL Interpreter Network / Robbi Crockett
Anne Hollomon Baldwin and Joe Baldwin
Suzanne and Don Dally
Ellen Ferguson*
Cathy Hoog and Betz Keane
Marilyn J. Smith and Karen Bosley
Ms. Elise von Koschembahr
Annette B. Weyerheuser
Lisa Weyerheuser

JUSTICE
$1,000 TO $2,499
Kay Amos and Tony Hill
Jan and Kenneth Block
Nancy Bock
Carol Brown and Anne Phillips
Dr. and Mrs. Philip Del Vecchio, Jr.
Carol Frijmersum
Joanne V. Girard
Crystal and Kevin Green
Lindsay and Joe Klarmann
Kathy Leicht-Gregg and Bruce Gregg
Jackie Matthews and Kurt Magnuson
Shannon Murello-Plyler and Conrad Plyler
Judy Pigott
Estie L. Provow and Allie Joiner
Quintet Investments, Inc.
Trish and Steve Reutebuch
Laurie Rosen Ritt
Robert I. Roth and John A. Berg
Laurence Schoenberg
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wood

PERSEVERANCE
$250 TO $999
Doreen and Joseph Alhadeff • Ian Aranha • Dana and Kent Bailey • JoAnna Ball • Toni and Joel Barber • Ariele Belo • Tom and Jorunn Birkenland • Bryan Boeholt • Carol Brown • Cyndi Brown • JoAnn and Elliott Brown • Madelyn Q. Brown • Richard Brown • Dan Brubaker • Jeff Calkins • Flo Cates • Anne W. Clark • Kathryn Cutler • Gordon Darby • Anne Del Vecchio and John Plecher • Michelle DeMey and Derek Pharr • Muriel Diamond • Judy and Dan Durfee • Claire and Robert Ellis • Barbara Bernstein Fant • Karen and Gary Flowers • Jena Floyd • Lisa Gonzales • Joey Graff and Tobias Cullins • Laura Obara Gramer and Brendan Gramer • Helms/McKeighen/Green Family Holidays • Julie and Tom Helms • Elise Nye Holliday and Richie Holliday • George Jacobson • Rebecca and Roger Jansson • Kristen and Bart Johnson • Danni Keller • Laurie Kelly and Jackie Kotkins • Meredith Li-Vollmer and Alexander Vollmer • Beth Loveless • Kathi Lupson and Kelly Cook • Shawn MacDougall • Valerie Mannucci • Irene Michon • Marilyn Minkin • Andy Mitton • Claire Ness • Jane Nishita • Jeannie Nordstrom • Annette Parks • Jennifer L. Phillips • Sadie Pile • Capt. and Mrs. Conrad A. Plyler • Eric and Lauren Raff • Anne Redman • Glenis Richardson • Mr. and Mrs. Darwin Rieck • Randy Robinson • Jeremy and Gwen Rosenthal • JoAnn Schwabland • The Seminar Group • Mark Sherman and Judith Pile • Keith A. Shields • Ann Silver • Agnes Smith • Rachel L. Smith • Mark Smith and Carol Odell • Meredith and Tom Spacie • Libby Stanley • Jeannine Talkovic • David Thyer and Jane Hedreen • Ingrid Tidblom and Nadya Zawaideh • Wendy Townsend and Robert Baker • Ruth Verhoff • Susan Vining • Eileen Glasser Wesley • Aimee K. Whyte • Bruce and Marcia Williams • Dov Wills • Melissa Wood Brewster and George W. W. Brewster • Myra S. Yanke • Alexander Young and Bruce Riley • Butch Zein and Allen Baki • Bilha Zomer
RESPECT

$1 TO $249

Corporal Brian Allen • Carolyn M. Amos7 • Amy and Brent Anderson • Dickson Andreas • Melissa Arias • Loren Ashton • Ms. Alison Aubrecht7 • Robert Balzer7 • Sheli Barber and Jerry Cardoso • Jack Bautsch • Eleanor Bell and Ben Trelease • John A. Berg • Suzanne R. Best • Walter Bicket • John Blacksmith • Mr. Steven Bogart • Robert and Thelma Bohli7 • Mary Boles-Hall and Thomas Hall Jr. • Rebecca Borders • Marjorie Borgens-Spears and Buddy E. Spears7 • Cheryl Boswell • Andrine Branam7 • Mary and William Brannom • Judith and Philip Bravin • Linda Brewicik • Joanie Brewster7 • Bobbe J. and Jon Bridge • Temmie Brier7 • Jennifer Brinkley • Shari L. Brown7 • Julie Bruner • Delores Burks • Theresa Burns • Ceece Carr • Julie Ann Carter • Connie and Neal Clark • David and Mary Caddington • Cone Family Foundation • Anne A. Cook • Virginia I. Cook • Sheryl Cooper7 • Cathy and Phillip Corrado • Richard and Kay Coulter7 • Merrill Cousin and Julia Byrd • Daphne E. Cox • Barbara and Robert Cramer • Eileen Crawford • Caprice Davis • Phyllis Delaney • Gregg and Julie DeRitis • Richard Diedrichsen • Rosemary Dockter • Susan Doughten • Margie Duckstak • Leonard and Judy DuPree • Pamela Dykstra • Talmage and Mary Edman7 • Julia Egenolf • Julie and Nick Eitel • Shirley Enebrad • Margarita Eng • Emily England • Martha Epstein • Gence Fenton • Michele Filippu • Judi Finney • Cecilia Finnigan7 • Evelyn and Willie Floerke • Belva Flowers7 • Misty Flowers • Lisa Folkins • Marlene and David Foster • Susan Fox • Richard Franko • Bette and Ann Friedman • Tamara Frijmersum and Gerardo DiPietro • Christy Gardiner • Sara Geballe7 • Genie Gertz • Liz and Kenneth Gibson • Diane Girard • Susan and David Given-Seymour7 • Linda S. Goldman and Richard Stapp • Ms. Patricia Goldman • Walter Grabowski • Amy Green • Tana Martin Greenberg • Shannon Haas • Cyndi Habouss • Lorie Lee Haggerty • Carol Hall7 • Benjamin T. Hall • Robert Haller • Kathryn Harrington • Amy Harris • Mrs. Alberta Lavon Hart • Barbara and Tom Haschmann • Jenny Hauschled • Shelley and Dean Haywood • Anita Hewitt • Carrie Hewitt • Carol and Thomas Higdon7 • Charmaine and Gregory Hlibok • Paula Hoffman • Mark and Kristy Hoshi • Linda Hoyt • Casey Huang • Jennifer Hughes7 • Jennifer Hummel • T. Alan and Vicki T. Hurwitz • Kim Isaac • Alison Iser7 • Lynn Jacobowiz, Ph.D. • Betty Ann Jansson • Meg Johnson • Dora Jones • Mike and Sue Kaika • Deborah Kair • Evelyn Kamuchey • Cheryl Kerner • Judith Kindler • Anna Koe • Elizabeth K. Ladd7 • Heidi LaMare • Rachael Landon • Jessica Lang • Debbie Lasky-Fink and Stephen Fink • Sonnet Lauberth • Sandra Lee • Irene W. Leigh7 • Darcie LeMienx • Patty Liang • Carrie Lindeman • Nancy Little • Janice Logan • Barbara Lowry • MaryAnn Lucchese • Joyce Lumsden • Eric Lunzer7 • Caroline Ly • Ms. Naomi Marcus • Wendy B. Marlowe, Ph.D., ABPP • Shalika Martin • Joan Mathay • Barbara McKernan • Lynn McBride • Bonnie and Alan Mearns • Joe Mizrahi • Pat Moberg • Erin Moe-Short • Maureen Moran • Merry Go Round Club • Dr. Judith Mouny • LeMoyn Mueller • Peter and Wendy Mullen • Kim Nance • Sarina Natkin • Edward O. Nelson • Pamela and Don Nix • Jane Noland • Harry and Barbara Nye • Jim and Jean Nye • Renee O'Donnell • Clare and Austin O'Regan • Nathan Osterberg • Susan Osthoff • Pam Parham • Tonya Peek and Alex Dunne • Donna L. Peha • Judy A. Pfau • Margaret and Gerald Phillips7 • Anne L. Phillips • Ward Poponec • Annette Posell • Angela Harewood Potter • Loreva Preuss • Gilbert Price • Anne and David Profitt • Clem Provatakis • Councilmember Tom Rasmussen • Nancy Reedy • Laurie and Eric Reese Reinhardt • Barbara Jo Richardson • Sandy Richardson • Katie Roberts • Nancy Rochat and Jon Morris • P. Lisa Russell • Mr. Wrqw Rwert • Salmon Bay Family Medicine • Deborah Sampson and Ellen Roth • Judith Lee Sargent-Gill • Virginia Sauer7 • Tammie Schacher • Julie B. Schmidt • Vlad Schmidt • John Schochet and Tenaya Scheinman • Thelma Gonzalez Schroeder • Mrs. Laura Schwenk • Roz Sciamma • Sherri Seidner • Peter Seitel • Julia Sensenbrenner • Eileen and Robert Seremeth • Risa Shaw • Tammy Shenanske • Joy and John Shiels7 • Joe Shih • Beth Singer and Thomas Wright • Susan Vargo Smith • Caroline Solomon • Nicole Soukup • David and Mary Souza • Phyllis G. Spear • Roberta Spear • Gloria Stapp • Seven Star • Nan Stoops • Jennifer and Paul Stuessy7 • Valerie Sultan • Stephanie Summers • Agnes and Ron Surcliffe • Marian Swinth and Gene Slape • Louisa and Dan Tarullo • Napal Tesfai • Dinah Thoresson • Helen R. Thumann • Angela Trahan • Sarah E. Val • Mr. Matthew and Lori Van Patten7 • Betty and Edward Van Tighem • Margaret Vance7 • Audrey Vaughan • Carolyn and Richard Veith • Theresa Mullen Ver Wey7 • Kathy Vesey • Bruce and Christine Visser • Pat and Gary Volchok • Jane White Vulliet • Robert Weinstock7 • Andrea and Gary Wener • Debby White • Nancy Woodward • Jeff Wildenstein • Jennifer Williams • Dean Willis • Nat Wilson • Sylvia Wood • Yicheng Yang • Sheila M. Yates and James R. Yates • Karen Yoshitomi • Charles Yosinao • Erik Zaug • Nadya Zawai-de • Kristin Zimmerman • Marcia A. Zisman

* denotes a multi-year pledge

7 signifies a donation to meet the Lucky Seven Foundation challenge grant
Businesses, Foundations and Organizations

ASL Interpreter Network • Robbi Crockett • Bateman Consulting, LLC • Building Changes • Employees Community Fund of Boeing Puget Sound • Forest Foundation • GoodSearch • Joshua Green Foundation • KeyBank Foundation • Lucky Seven Foundation • Norman Archibald Charitable Foundation • Purple • Qwest Foundation • Safeco Insurance Foundation • Sprint Relay • The Seattle Foundation - The Sunny Fund • US Bank • Wilkins Charitable Foundation • Women's Funding Alliance • The D.V. & Ida McEachern Charitable Trust • National Clearinghouse • Van Patten Family Trust • Patrick Harron & Assoc., LLC • Qwest Joint Resource Groups

External Events Raising Money for ADWAS

Every year we have a variety of events that YOU have decided would help move the mission of ADWAS forward financially! In 2009, we had an amazing mix of events from birthday celebrations, a yoga class and a Lakeside student who collected clothing and toys for the families living in transition. We are thankful to all of you who have been so innovative and generous. Keep coming up with inventive ideas and contact Carol Brown in the Development Office at Carol@adwas.org.

Farewell, “Moving out of State” Party for Josephine Loeffler - Kristy Loeffler Steiner and party guests • Chef Larry Fundraiser - Robert Baines and Rosemary Benson Baines • Larry Henderson • School of Opticianry - Anna Bartels • Melissa Benitez • Sienna Effinger • Lancer Forney • Shamsa Gaal • Galila Getahun • Linh Giang • Abdirashid Isaak • Tamika Jackson • Moemi Kataoka • Lani Ruth Lee • Ai Lien Nguyen • Kris Rochling • Bryce Walb • Students of GSR 103 - Andre Nijhawan • Alexis Pokipala • Thy Pham • Bradley Pollard • Jarez Selby • Joshua Walker • Julie Sprigner • Matthew Miller • Micheln Barron • Phillip Onger • Trenton Lukin • On behalf of our wedding guests - Garrett and Kate Flowers • Our neighbors on 92nd - 5% of their block yard sale • Home Yoga Class - Joanna Ball • Claudia Foy • Vicki Moseley • Home Yoga • Ten to fifteen percent of one day sales - Oasis Art Gallery • Packaging Specialties

Gifts-In-Kind

Kay Amos and Tony Hill • Amy and Brent Anderson • Rebecca Borders • Paula Brown • Cosette Dahlstrom • Sally Davis • Anne Del Vecchio and John Plecher • Michelle DeMey and Derek Pharr • Nicole Gamlam • Good Cheer Food Bank • Laura Obara Gramer and Brendan Gramer • Half Price Books • Betty Johanna and Ronni Gilboa • Martine Koban • Mrs. Mack • Wendy B. Marlowe, Ph.D., ABPP • Math 'n Stuff • Jody Mayer • Leone McMullan • Penelope Nichols • Adam Novsam and Eric Scheir • Pam Parham • Dena Parmer • Tonya Peck and Alex Dunne • Julia Petersen and Richard Jacobs • Joanne Swenson • Mykaylla Vederoff • Diane Veltkamp • Jesse Warwick • Butch Zein and Allen Baki
Holiday Program

Marlene Bell • Jan and Kenneth Block • Lindsay Bousman • Cari Carter • Aileen Edholm-Hopper • Jackie Matthews and Kurt Magnuson • Brad McHugh • Hannah Merton • Miyata Family • ODH • Caroline Pettit • Laurie Rosen Ritt • SignOn • Beth and Chuck Stremler • Virginia Mason Bloedel Hearing Research Center • Pat and Gary Volchok • Ms. Elise von Koschmehr • Soley Wilson • Tina Witherspoon • Jeff and Rebecca Zanatta

In Honor Of:

**AMY ANDERSON’S BIRTHDAY** - Joan and Lance Forshay • Julia Petersen and Richard Jacobs • Ron Willenborg • **IAN ARANHA** - Christine Farias • **LIZ AYERS GIBSON** - Shelley and Dean Haywood • **MARYANN BARTH** - Paul L. Glaser and Andy Frank • **CYNTHIA BOLES’ VOLUNTEER WORK** - Qwest Foundation • **KAREN BOSLEY** - Willie Burer and Emily Marcus • **MELISSA WOOD BREWSTER** - Mr. George Brewster III • **GEORGE BREWSTER and MELISSA WOOD BREWSTER** - Robert Shultz and Deirdre Barton • **GARRETT AND KATE FLOWERS’ WEDDING** - Doris and Rodney Butler • Tamara Frimmsum Depietro - Gerald and Ilene Spear • **CATHERINE HOOG** - Linda Dimoff • **LESLIE LEBER’S 40TH BIRTHDAY** - Geraldine Armbruster • Chris and Robyn Ashton • **JILL BECK** • Carol Brown • Crystal and Kevin Green • Linda Mui and Michael Hillberg • Kathryn and Michael Rodriguez • Teresa and Aaron Rogers • Jacalyn and Kurt Sawan • Mr. Dale Watanabe • Elizabeth Westburg and Brad Wheeler • **KADEN MACK** - Patricia and Frederick Mack • The Petersen Family • Theresa B. Smith, Ph.D. • **MARGARET & JERRY PHILLIPS, JEN PHILLIPS, ANNE PHILLIPS & CAROL BROWN** - Margaret Hayes • Dorleau Roth Edelstein - Robert I. Roth and John A. Berg • **Marilyn and Karen’s 25th Anniversary** - T. Alan and Vicki T. Hurwitz • Robert I. Roth and John A. Berg • Ann Silver • Agnes Smith

In Memory Of:

**RITA, PERCY and FRAN BERNSTEIN** - Teri Bennett • **RITA BERNSTEIN** - Carol Brown • Sandra Gordon • Lewis Merkin • Bunnie and Paul Munch • Julia Petersen and Richard “RJ” Jacobs • Larry and Leila Petersen • Robert I. Roth and John A. Berg • Laurence Schoenberg • Marilyn J. Smith and Karen Bosley • Nina and Jerry Treiman • **RICHARD A. COOK** - Peter Cook • **DOROTHY FALBERG** - Mr. Michael Reilly • Our Son Russell “Air Hose” Holliday • Tim and Darlene Holliday • **ALBERT HOLLIDAY** - Delois Olson • Marylea and James Sanders • **GEOFF MATHAY** - Ian Aranha • **CHARLES J. MIKOS** - Kenneth Mikos • **AGNES SMITH** - Gail and Arnold Anderson • Teresa and Douglas Bearrood • Irene and Ernest Bergstrom • Jean and Lee Bjorklund • Bridget and Jerry Bonheyo • Carol Brown and Anne Phillips • Patricia Davis • Gerry and John Devos • Mrs. George Gabrielson • Florence Helle • J. Marilyn Holskad • T. Alan and Vicki T. Hurwitz • Kristen and Bart Johnson • Lindsay and Joe Klarmann • Richard Ladner and Ann Sauer • Daphne Lieb • Dorothy Lundahl • Kathi Lupson and Kelly Cook, Simone, Gabe and Ruth • Jackie and Mike McBride • Peggy Miner • Judith Nelson • Julia Petersen and Richard “RJ” Jacobs • Larry and Leila Petersen • Estie L. Provow and Allie Joiner • Jessica, Maddie and Jeff Repanich • Jack and Joneen Richards • Robert I. Roth and John A. Berg • Carol and Merritt Sakata • Jean Scott • Ann Silver • Joyce Simpson • Marilyn J. Smith and Karen Bosley • K.L. Syrjala • Thrivent for Lutherans • **RUTH WILLER** - Sharon and Elmer Hayes
Sponsors

The Rosa Lee Show - Sprint Relay
Hope and Justice Luncheon - Major Sponsor: Timotha and James Hollomon • KeyBank • Mithun Partners, INC. • Sprint Relay Friends Hearing, Speech & Deafness Center • Richard Ladner and Ann Sauer • Qwest Women • SignOn

Workplace

James Abbott • Leslie Aest • Patricia M. Allen • Kenneth M. Ames • Anonymous (9) • Ian Aranha • Cynthia Boles • Alan and Andrea Borning • Anna Bruck • Mrs. Kimberly A. Burke • Raquel Chavez • Rebecca Collodi • Anne Condon and Scott Rose • Janice Gail Coolbaugh • Melodi Crowley • Marc DesCamp • Nikki Ekle • Mr. Donald S. Fink • Sara Greenbaum • Diane Groendyke • Neal Hallmark • Cheryl M. Hammond • Beth and Scott Hirnle • Julia Jech • Sheryl Kool and Eric Kool-Brown • Ms. Lois A. Kotzmoyer • Richard Ladner and Ann Sauer • Lori Lederman • Janet Lee • Meredith Li-Vollmer and Alexander Vollmer • Barbara Mark • Samuel McCraw • Alan McIlrath • Kevin Mcrae • David Morris • Claudia Munoz • Maureen Nachu • Mandy Oei • Mrs. Barbara A. Petersen • Kathryn Piersall • Gwen and Robert Rhomes • Gwendolyn A. Rossell • Robert I. Roth • Mark Schmidt • Christine Shackleton • Ms. Suzanne T. Skandalis • Bruce and Marcia Williams • Earl Wilson • Leslie Wiser • Daniel V. Wollin • Audrey Young

Matching Gifts Adobe Systems Inc. • Bank of America Matching Gift • Farmers New World Life Insurance • Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation • Group Health Cooperative • IBM • KeyBank Foundation Microsoft

Volunteers

Thank you to our dedicated volunteers who have supported our programs, administration, and events, and who staffed our 24-hour crisis line. Your time and effort are invaluable.

Early Donor Honors 2010

$25,000 and Above Nancy Nordhoff $2,500 to $9,999 Judy Pigott • Women’s Funding Alliance $1,000 to $2,499 CSDVRS • Suzanne and Don Dally • Sorenson Communications, INC. $500 to $999 Sally S. Behnke • Gary Everist and Kurt Stefansen • Kim McKeighen • Helene Robertson • Laurence Schoenberg • UFCW Local 21 • Wells Fargo $250 to $499 Rebecca Borders • Gordon Darby • Mr. and Mrs. Darwin Rieck • JoAnn Schwabland • Jet City Roller Girls Supporters • Anne W. Clark • Sharon and Rick Sundberg • Jennifer Weber • Anonymous • Betsy Smith • J.R. Simmons

Early donor honors of $250 or more received before June 25th, 2010

ADWAS makes every effort to accurately list the names of its valued donors. If we have made an omission or an error, please accept our sincere apology and kindly notify our development office so we can correct our records - carol@adwas.org or (206) 726-0093.
ADWAS Programs and Services

Advocacy Program
ADWAS’ advocates support people who are victims of domestic and sexual violence. Services are free of charge and available to people who are Deaf or Deaf-Blind.
Advocates:
- Offer information and options
- Help people develop a safety plan
- Help people learn about victims’ rights, and the rights of Deaf and Deaf-Blind people to have interpreters and fair access to all systems
- Provide legal advocacy
- Connect people with any other ADWAS services

Positive Deaf Parenting Program
The Positive Deaf Parenting Program offers parenting education and support to all members of the Deaf community. A variety of classes and workshops are available throughout the year.
We offer classes or workshops on:
- Positive Discipline
- Parenting through Play
- Parenting Teenagers
- Talking to Your Kids about Drugs and Alcohol
- Building Bridges
- Parenting Support Groups
- Special events for families throughout the year

24/7 Volunteer Advocates
Caring, compassionate and trained volunteer advocates provide 24-hour domestic violence and sexual assault crisis support over the TTY, instant messenger, email, and in person for Deaf and Deaf-Blind victims of abuse within King County.

Independent Living Skills Instruction
Assistance in learning communication, budgeting, banking, cooking and transportation skills for a more successful transition to permanent housing in the community.

Counseling Program
The Counseling Program offers victims of domestic violence or sexual assault the following services:
- Short-term crisis counseling
- On-going individual/family therapy related to domestic violence and sexual assault
- Group counseling related to childhood sexual assault and domestic violence
- Client advocacy and referrals

Children’s Program
The Children’s Program provides the following services to children whose lives have been affected by domestic violence or sexual assault:
- Therapy
- Support Groups
- Advocacy
- Structured educational and recreational activities

Transitional Housing Program
ADWAS provides transitional housing apartments for women and their children escaping violence. There are 19-units with support programs located in the same building. Women and their children may stay for up to 2 years (but it is not required).

Education and Consultation Services
ADWAS provides a vast array of education and consultation services. All trainings and workshops are specifically designed to meet the needs of each group, school or agency. Developed by ADWAS, Deaf appropriate material is used during training. Deaf staff provide all training in American Sign Language. Voice interpreters for hearing agencies/individuals are provided as needed.

National Domestic Violence Deaf Hotline
The National Domestic Violence Deaf Hotline (NDVH) is available to Deaf and Deaf-Blind people across the nation. The hotline is in operation 24-hours a day, 7 days a week. ADWAS operates the National Hotline for Deaf callers from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM (Pacific Standard Time) Monday-Friday. At all other times, the national hotline is answered by staff at the NDVH headquarters in Texas.

Volunteer Opportunities
Volunteer Advocate Program
- Help answer/staff the 24-hour crisis line

Client Services
- Transport support group participants
- Provide on-site children’s activities for support group participants or while a parent is in a workshop

Fundraising
- Assist in special events
- Data entry
- Help with fundraising mailings

Office Volunteer
- Assist with general mailings
- File
- Copy documents
- Work with the database

Specific Skills Volunteers
- Computer Technology
- Public Relations
- Photography
- Social Media
- Web Design
The contributions of our dedicated staff and committed donors lead to healing and growth in our community. Thank You!
Contact and Resources

abused Deaf women’s advocacy services
8623 Roosevelt Way NE
Seattle, WA 98115
Office: 206-726-0093 TTY
Fax: 206-726-0017
E-mail: adwas@adwas.org

National Domestic Violence Hotline
Deaf Advocates on duty 9 AM - 5 PM Monday -Friday PST
Video Phone for Deaf callers only: (206) 787-3224
IM: ADWASHotline
E-mail: ADWAS@ndvh.org
24 hours | 7 days a week
1-800-787-3224 TTY

Local Sexual Assault and Domestic Violence Crisis Line
24 hours | 7 days a week
1-888-236-1355 TTY